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Abstract 

Adaptive filters have gained popularity over the years due to their ability to adapt themselves to different environmental 

situations without substantial intervention by the user. The implementation of an adaptive noise cancellation filter process is 

done here. The filter is designed using the Recursive least square (RLS) algorithm due to its computational simplicity, robust 

behavior when implemented in finite-precision hardware and well understood convergence behavior. The correctness and 

response of the adaptive noise cancellation filter can be checked by the RLS algorithm using the Matlab/ Simulink tool. To 

implement this algorithm the Simulink model is used as a reference using the Xilinx Tool Box. To implement the adaptive 

filter on Xilinx, the System Generator (“SysGen”) tool in the Xilinx block set is used to generate the bit file which can be 

downloaded onto the FPGA through hardware co-simulation. This project presents the adaptive noise cancellation filter 

using RLS algorithm suitable for noise cancellation and the results are verified by plotting the output using MATLAB. 
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Introduction 

A filter is a one which selects or controls the characteristics of 

the signal it produces, by conditioning the incoming signal. In 

some cases, however, the required filter characteristic is 

unknown; we know only the output required from a test-input 

signal. When a signal is distorted by transmission through the 

atmosphere, or an imperfect communication system, it needs a 

filter that can convolve or equalize the distorted signal to 

produce the original, undistorted signal
1
. Such a filter which 

adapts itself to the distorted signal present in the system us is 

known as an adaptive filter. An example is an echo canceller: 

the desired output cancels the echo signal (an output result of 

zero when there is no other input signal). In this case, the 

coefficients cannot be determined initially since they depend on 

changing line or transmission conditions
1
. For applications such 

as echo canceller, it is necessary to rely on adaptive filtering 

techniques. 

 

Adaptive filter varies in time by adapting its coefficients based 

on its references. The adaptive filters are accomplished to 

minimize the error in the estimation according to a certain 

criteria, which leads to the adaptive filtering process. For 

example, when a telephone call is initiated, the transfer function 

of the telephone channel is unknown. This produces an 

undesirable echoes which involves signal reflection. The above 

problem is corrected with a linear filter after the transfer 

function is measured
2
. Only after the process starts running the 

measurements can be made. Therefore, the correction filter must 

be designed by the system itself, and in a reasonably short time. 

This can be done using adaptive filters. Recursive Least Square 

(RLS) algorithm is used here to design the adaptive filter. The 

RLS adaptive algorithm is mostly used in applications where 

noise cancellation, line enhancing, etc., is requierd to design a 

filter
3
. The designing does not require any frequency 

information or specification. The self learning process is defined 

by a adaptive filtering algorithm, which reduces the error 

between the output and the desired signal. Initially zero values 

are set for the weight. When the RLS performance criteria for 

error signal have achieved its minimum value through the 

iterations of the adaptive algorithm, the filter completes its 

weight updation process and its coefficients have converged to a 

solution
4
. The output thus obtained from the adaptive filter 

matches closely the desired signal. When the input data 

characteristics changes, the filter environment by generating a 

new set of coefficients for the new data, it is noticed that when 

error of the signal goes to zero a perfect adaptation can be 

achieved, a tedious process to occur in the real world. 

 

.  

Figure-1 

Concept of ANC 

 

ANC systems differs its architecture based on its goal. When the 

ambient sounds is reduced in a process, a simple architecture 
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with a feedback system can be used. As in our case, to 

compensate a single source of unwanted sound we require a 

feed forward system
1
. A feed forward system is characterized by 

two inputs per channel: one reference signal, and an error. 

 

 
Figure-2 

Adaptive filtering process 

 

The first inputs is primary signal which is wanted signal 

corrupted by noise. The reference signal is taken as the second 

input signal, this can be an interfacing noise supposed to be 

uncorre1ated with the wanted signal but correlated with noise 

affecting original signal in an unknown way
5
. The filter output 

signal is an estimate of the noise signal with inverted sign. The 

filter output signal and the desired signal are superposed, the 

noise signal is cancelled and the result is an error signal which 

constitutes the system output. The adaptive filtering operation 

achieved the best results when system output is noise free. This 

goal is achieved by minimizing the mean square of the error 

signal. This method implements the RLS algorithm, due to its 

reduced complexity and less computations. This is advantageous 

in the implementation cancellation filter on a Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) with optimal resource 

utilization
6
. 

 

Algorithm Description: Two modules are used to compose the 

process of an adaptive filters: 

adaptive system: a digital filter that is defined in a time instant n 

by a coefficient vector and the inputis proposed. The coefficient 

and the input vectors are as given below 

Wk =wn(0), wn(1), . . . , wn(k – 1) 

Xk = x(n), x(n − 1), . . . , x(n − k + 1) 

the output signal y(n) is a convolution between the input and the 

coefficient vectors. 

 

adaptive algorithm: the coefficients are adjusted in such a way 

the adaptive system output y(k) and the desired signal d(k) 

becomes equal in value. The error signal is the similarity 

between both the signals
7
. 

e(k) = d(k) − y(k) 

The error signal e(k) is used to adjust the coefficients of the 

adaptive system for the next time instant. For the coefficient 

adjustment there are many algorithms used. Here in this section 

two different algorithms are discussed: i. LMS Algorithm, ii. 

RLS Algorithm 

 

LMS Algorithm: LMS filters is good, the filter length is short, 

the simple structure and the smaller operation makes the process 

easy when realized in a hardware. The LMS algorithms is a 

gradient-type search for time track-varying signal 

characteristics
8
. 

 

Filtering: y(k) =w 
T
 (k)x(k) 

Error estimation: e(k)=d(k)-y(k)  

Tap-weight vector adaptation: w(k+ 1) =w(k) + 2µe(k)x(k) 

 

The LMS algorithm of adaptive filter had a few disadvantages. 

It has a low rate of convergence and only a single parameter is 

used to tune for convergence. 

 

RLS Algorithm: The Recursive least squares (RLS) is 

an algorithm for adaptive filters that can recursively find the 

filter coefficients. This minimizes a weighted linear least 

squares cost function relating to the input signals. The mean 

square error can be reduced using this algorithm
8
. The input 

signals are deterministic for RLS algorithm, whereas stochastic 

for the LMS. The cost of high computational complexity is the 

benefit that which exhibits extremely a fast convergence when 

compared with the other algorithms. 

 

The minimization of a certain cost function is a feature of 

adaptive filters. The quadratic error is most widely used. The 

cost function is made optimum when the error follows the 

Gaussian distribution. The cost function commonly used 

provides a good result, 

J(k) =log [cosh (β ·  e(k))]/β            (1) 

Where β ∈R + is a positive integer. 

 

The RLS algorithms are known for its excellent performance 

when working in time varying environments but at the cost of 

an increased computational complexity and some stability 

problems
9
. The Delta rule is used for the update of the weight 

coefficients, we obtain the following equation where µ ∈ _+ is 

the learning rate: 

Wk+1 = wk + µ ·  tanh [β ·  e(k)] ·  xk             (2) 

 

The intermediate gain vector used to compute tap weights are as 

given below: 

               (3) 

                (4) 

 λ - a small positive constant <1. 

 

The filter output and the error signal are calculated as shown 

below: 

             (5) 

             (6) 
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The estimate of previous samples of output signal, error signal 

and filter weight in RLS algorithm is required. This leads to a 

large memory requirement. 

 

Simulation Results 

In this section the performance of the RLS algorithms and LMS 

is shown. The algorithm is implemented according to the steps 

mentioned above. The RLS algorithm is first tested for its 

efficiency with a sinusoidal signal. Here the MATLAB 

programming language is used .Initially the sine wave is 

generated using the MATLAB comments. The input signal 

(desired signal)is a sinusoidal signal. Now a noise signal with 

known frequency is generated. The noise signal is mixed with 

the input signal (desired signal) and is given as an input to the 

adaptive filter. Now the filter process is carried over and the 

output is obtained. The obtained filter output is more or less 

equal to that of the desired input signal. This process has many 

iterations that has been done and the weight is been updated 

based on the error signal obtained from the difference between 

the desired and the filter output signal. The weight is initially set 

to zero and it is updated based on the error signal. In the 

simulation the reference input signal x(k) is a white Gaussian 

noise generated using randn function a power of two dB signal, 

the desired signal d(k) ,is obtained by delaying the version of 

x(k) into clean signal s(k), d(k) = s(k) + x1(k) as shown in 

Figure-3. And for LMS its shown using figure-4.  

 

 
Figure-3 

Sinusoidal Signal-RLS Algorithm 

(a)input signal,(b)filter input,(c)filtered output 

 

 
Figure-4 

Sinusoidal signal-LMS Algorithm 

(a)input signal,(b)filter input,(c)filtered output 
Update the weight Wk by, 

Wk= Wk-1 + 2µxkek              (7) 

 

The weight vector is a column as: 

W=                 (8) 

Xk is the column vector of regressors (or past values of input) 

given by 

Xk=                (9) 

 

If n is the system order then there are n + 1 weights. Thus by 

updation of weight and calculation of error signals, the output 

obtained is more or less equal to the desired input by cancelling 

the noise added to it. The same is repeated for an audio signal 

with 250kB as an input and the output is as shown in figure-5 

for RLS algorithm and figure-6 for LMS algorithm. 

 

 
Figure-5 

An Audio signal-RLS Algorithm 

(a)desired signal, (b)input+noise, (c)adaptive output 

 

 
Figure-6 

An Audio signal-LMS Algorithm 

(a)desired signal, (b)input+noise, (c)adaptive output 
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From the simulation results shown it is understood that, RLS for 

adaptive filters gives a higher quality in the disturbance and 

noise cancellation. The LMS algorithms though they are simpler 

in evaluation process, they attain lower quality in the 

cancellation of disturbing signals. Cancelling the noise has been 

the objective, so RLS algorithms achieves a higher quality in the 

disturbing signal and noise cancellation. The highest 

convergence speed with a lesser mean square error and a highest 

noise reduction percentage is provided by a non stationary 

signal with the RLS algorithm. This is comparatively low in 

LMS algorithm, but at the cost of large computational 

complexity and memory requirement. 

 

The continuation of the same process is done using the Xilinx 

software. Here the input is given in terms of bits. By providing 

the input bit and the new bit (i.e., the noise bit) and following 

the process the output is not mere but more or less equal to the 

input given.The MATLAB code was converted using the 

hardware co-simulator tool in the Simulink Xilinx block set. 

Thus the output for RLS algorithm is as shown in figure-7.  

 

 
Figure-7 

RLS in VHDL 

 

Conclusion 

The development of algorithm and design, for a sinusoidal 

signal is presented in MATLAB and Xilinx software. Adaptive 

filter varies in time thus by adapting its coefficients according to 

the reference inputs using RLS algorithm. The estimation of an 

unknown random signal is often faced in the presence of noise. 

The minimization of the error in the estimation according to a 

certain criteria is done using adaptive filters. The RLS for 

adaptive filters gives a higher quality in the disturbance and 

noise cancellation. The LMS algorithms are simpler in process 

evaluation. In the cancellation of disturbing signals they attain 

lower performance. When compared the RLS algorithms in the 

disturbing signal cancellation achieves a higher performance. 

The RLS algorithm when used with RLS filter coefficient have 

large numerical claims. 

 

Future Work: The implementation process can be done using 

FPGA for checking the above mentioned process used in real 

time applications, the MATLAB code can be loaded to an 

FPGA using hardware co-simulator tool in the Simulink Xilinx 

tool set. 
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